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Suzanne has more than 14 years experience working with corporates and 
stakeholders on improving operational and financial performance. She specialises 
in cash and working capital, independent business reviews, turnaround and rapid 
performance improvement.  

She has extensive global experience helping clients to implement strategies to 
improve financial metrics, particularly around cash and working capital, and works 
closely with all stakeholders to implement fast and sustainable solutions.  

Suzanne works with and for a diverse range of stakeholders, including Australian 
and international financiers, private equity and government agencies, with specific 
experience in the construction and engineering, healthcare and transport sectors.  

Her recent experience includes delivering working capital improvements for a 
global, privately owned engineering company and managing a cash improvement 
programme at a UK based FTSE 250 company. 

Engagement Experience 

 Implementation of a working capital improvement program for a privately owned, 
global consulting, engineering and project delivery group which resulted in an 
eight-day improvement in Global DSO metric, which equated to a c. $8.8m cash 
improvement.  
 Rapid assessment of a complex, listed construction group’s short term cash flow 

forecast  
 Independent Business Review of a high growth PE owned renewables company  
 Central finance function role in the Voluntary Administration of RCR Tomlinson 

Limited which included creating and updating the trading cash flow, agreeing the 
basis for intercompany recharges and implementation, bank reporting, and 
overseeing treasury for the over c. 90k transactions recorded in the VA period.  
 Led the rapid cash improvement program at a FTSE 250 International 

Construction company, which saw an improvement in yearend cash of over 
£250m.  
 Engagement lead for a rapid turnaround of a large, complex London NHS 

Hospital including preparing a detailed Financial Recovery Plan for the regulator 
within tight timescales whilst actively identifying and implementing EBITDA and 
cash improvements 
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